
A Beauty Pageant Exclusively Held For ‘Plus
Size’ People：A New Step Towards Inclusivity

Miss Curvy Top 10 Finalists

WooPlus Hosts a Special Beauty Pageant for Plus-

Size Community

NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK, US, April 11, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- In February, WooPlus, a

leading dating app for curvy people, took a

groundbreaking step towards promoting body

positivity by organizing a special beauty pageant

exclusively for the plus-size community. The

decision was inspired by the countless stories

shared by its users, many of whom expressed a

strong desire to participate in a pageant

celebrating women of all sizes.

The event received an overwhelming response,

with over 3,000 participants vying for the crown.

The competition garnered more than ten million

votes, reflecting the immense support and

enthusiasm from the community.

A Celebration of Beauty and Confidence

One of the participants, Latonya, shared her excitement about the pageant, saying, "When I saw

the opportunity to sign up for Miss Curvy, I jumped at the chance to enter because it's a

celebration of women of all sizes. We are beautiful inside and out, and it's about time that

society at large knew that! I would love the opportunity to share my story and to reach others

who look like me to let them know that they are gorgeous and should have more self-

confidence."

The pageant not only provided a platform for plus-size individuals to showcase their beauty and

confidence but also aimed to challenge societal norms and redefine beauty standards. It served

as a powerful reminder that beauty comes in all shapes and sizes, and everyone deserves to feel

confident and celebrated.

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.wooplus.com/


WooPlus remains committed to promoting body positivity and empowering its community

members to embrace their unique beauty. With the success of this special beauty pageant, the

app continues to be a beacon of hope and inspiration for plus-size individuals around the

world.

Following the tremendous success of the inaugural beauty pageant, WooPlus is excited to

announce that the second edition of the "Miss Curvy" pageant is scheduled to be held in May.

With the overwhelming participation and support received in the first event, the upcoming

pageant aims to reach an even broader audience and spread the message that beauty knows no

size.

"We were blown away by the response to our first beauty pageant," said a representative from

WooPlus. "The immense support and enthusiasm from the community highlighted the

importance of celebrating beauty in all its forms. We are thrilled to announce the second edition

and hope to inspire even more people to embrace their unique beauty and understand that

beauty is not defined by size."

The upcoming pageant promises to be an even grander celebration of body positivity, with more

participants, exciting challenges, and inspiring stories that showcase the beauty and confidence

of individuals from the plus-size community.

Date: Early May

How to sign up: In WooPlus App (https://www.wooplus.com/)
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